Serious yachtsmen will be smitten with
the Absolute 72 Fly’s ride and performance.
Oh yeah, the interior is tough to beat too.
By George Sass Jr.

Born To Ride
I

have a proposal that I’d like to present to
the sales folks at Absolute. Just hear me
out on this. If a budding customer is willing,
I suggest that they are blindfolded before
getting too close to the 72 Fly. Then a guiding hand escorts them to the upper helm. A
captain with the gift of sight maneuvers the 72
to open water. Once they are seated behind the
wheel—preferably while cruising at 24 knots—
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the blindfold is discarded. Then it’s all over!
All of the other highlights of the 72 Fly—
a stylish, semi-custom interior, megayachtsized flying bridge, wide teak side decks, and
high-end equipment—are just background
noise that will divert attention from the main
event: Taking this baby for a ride.
Power is from twin 900-horsepower, 13-liter,
dual-turbo Volvo Penta D13s joined to IPS1200s.
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This third generation of IPS allows builders to
achieve performance targets on larger boats
without installing three engines. My issue
with triples is that I simply prefer maintaining two engines versus three given the choice.
Moreover, I’ve yet to find an engine room
housing a triple install that has satisfactory
space around all sides of all three engines.
Italian boatbuilder Absolute was an IPS
pioneer and began installing the pod system
in 2006 on its 56. Keep in mind this was only
a year after Volvo Penta introduced IPS to
the recreational boating community.
“This early and strong relationship
has really produced dividends,” said Cos
Conostantinou, president and CEO of Absolute North America. I soon realized what
he was talking about. I’ve driven a number
of pod boats and usually expect to apply a
little trim tab to bring the bow down while
getting over the “hump” and onto plane.

H

“Hey George, you don’t need to use those,”
said Conostantinou, in a soft, professorial
tone, noticing my right hand automatically
stretching towards the Bennett tab switch.
And man was he right. The 72 Fly maintained
a near linear running angle from 900 rpm
throughout the speed curve. At wide-open
throttle we ran at an angle of approximately
five degrees. During the test run, I simply applied more throttle, and the running attitude
barely changed; she simply went faster. The
combination of smart hull design and the
low-end torque of the Volvo D13s certainly
contribute to this smooth acceleration curve
and optimum running attitude.
Furthermore, throughout the sea trial
there was no sign of smoke or wallowing,
no matter how hard and quickly I pushed
the throttles. Granted our boat was not
equipped with the optional hardtop, tender,
and owner’s gear, so speeds will obviously be
affected slightly after commissioning.
The 72 responded to fingertip adjustments
of the wheel. When I put the helm hard over
at 30 knots, we barely shed any speed, dropping only to 27.5 knots while in the turn.
She responded through a series of “S” turns
with doses of smaller sport-boat peppiness,
yet with the stiffness of a larger yacht. There
was zero tendency to chine walk or bank excessively. “Great driving boat, huh?” asked
Conostantinou rhetorically, as we galloped
at 30 knots toward the Cannes harbor entrance. I believe my crooked smile gave him
the answer he was expecting.
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er, is not really what this boat is all about in
my opinion. Pull her back to 2100 rpm and
she settles into a cruising speed of 24.5 knots
burning 65 gallons an hour total. Again, the
tabs were never adjusted during any of this
run and a comfortable running attitude below
20 knots continued. Let’s not forget that at the
end of the day, sea states and conditions won’t
always allow you to blaze a trail as you head off
at top speed to your next destination.
Another noteworthy point of the 72 was
the lack of noise and vibration. Of course,
the IPS system helps to reduce decibels by
discharging the exhaust underwater through
the pods, and Volvo incorporates soft engine
mounts on the D13s. However, Absolute’s use
of materials such as thick sound-deadeningfoam panels meant that sound levels in the
accommodations never exceeded 75 decibels.
In fact, cruising at 2100 rpm, the readings in
the master stateroom—just forward of the
engine room—registered a low 69. (The normal level of conversation is 65 decibels, unless
you’re at a dinner table with my relatives.)
Also absent was the sound of creaking
bulkheads and protests from door frames
and cabin soles. Boats work and will let out a
few yelps while they’re put to the test, yet the
Lighten Up: Large windows flanking the chic saloon allow seated guests to see their surroundings (above). The well-equipped galley features full-sized appliances (below).
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I’ll Be in My Room: The 72’s master stateroom spans the entire beam and is designed to spend quality time onboard. The head with
his-and-hers vanities, and a huge shower stall is abaft the king-sized berth and adjacent to a large walk-in wardrobe (below).
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Dinner is Served: The walnut joinery in the saloon and dining area is executed to perfection. Note the opening side door.

72 shrugged off waves without even a snivel
thanks partly to an elaborate stringer system
supporting the floor liner, which is bonded on
top of the stringers. The interior is built outside of the boat, and then tabbed into place.
Interestingly enough, the engines and generator are installed after the boat is completely
decked. “It ensures all the components are
easier to service,” said Conostantinou. “And
if the engines or generator ever need to come
out, it can be done without too much trouble.”
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This attention to construction, engineering, and details at Absolute, runs through
the bloodstreams of the father-and-daughter
management team of Angelo and Patrizia
Gobbi. The duo joined founders Sergio Maggi
and Marcello Be after selling Gobbi Yachts to
Azimut-Benetti in 2001. Today, the Absolute
series ranges from 40 feet to 72 feet in express,
sport, and flying-bridge versions.
In Conostantinou—a marine professional
with an impressive project-development
and sales career with builders such as Azimut, Sea Ray, and Cobalt—the Gobbis have
found a passionate boatbuilder who under104 POWER & MOTORYACHT / NOBEMBER 2012

stands the serious boater on this side of the
Atlantic. Believe me, this is key. I don’t know
of any builder thus far that has successfully
served up the exact same boat in European
and American markets.
“We wanted to wait until we had the
right product and dealer network before we
began rushing product into the States,” said
Conostantinou, revealing his quiet, yet persistent, quest for perfection.
Absolutes are now beginning to trickle
into the Americas. The end-user benefits
from customer support during and after
the delivery, even beyond the dealer level
if necessary. Conostantinou and his team
inspect each model twice during construction, and then sea trial the boat in Italy before
shipping. During my test in France, Chad
Hofer, Absolute North America’s director of
sales and marketing was just returning from
sea trialing a new 64 bound for the U.S.
On the larger models, the builder is fairly
flexible and willing to incorporate the owner’s
input as long as the integrity of the boat is not
compromised. “We even go with white engines and engine rooms for the boats I order,”

said Conostantinou, alluding to the fact that
North American buyers may spend more time
in the engine room and get more excited about
the mechanicals than some European boaters.
Access to the engine room is through either
the crew quarters or a cockpit ladder. There is
more than sufficient space all around each engine for service, even with the two outboard
fuel tanks. I would like to see the dual fuel
filters in a more accessible spot to allow for
easier, and perhaps less messy service. Currently they are above the respective fuel tanks
and will be a little awkward to access. All wiring runs and plumbing were neat and beefy.
What about the aforementioned background noise that tends to emanate (if even
faintly) from elements such as the stylish,
built-to-suit interior? Well, it could almost be
forgiven if the execution was so-so but overcome by the 72’s excellent ride. But it’s far,
far from so-so. Although the owner’s input is
welcome, it will be tough to improve upon the
space planning and quality of the saloon of our
test boat. The one-level area seamlessly joins
the large aft deck and flows past two leather
sofas, into an honest-to-goodness dining
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area, flanked by the galley, and terminates at
the lower helm. A side door on the starboard
side allows the captain to pop outside and help
with docking if cruising shorthanded. If this
were my boat, I would forego any temptation
to alter one of the lower staterooms into an
onboard office and would set up shop with
my laptop on the elevated settee to port of the
lower helm. The line of sight from the lower
helm, even while executing some of the hardturn maneuvers, is good and unobstructed.
For docking ease, there is a remote IPS joystick in the cockpit.

I

If you read this magazine on a regular basis,
chances are you’ve come across a variation of
the phrase, “natural light pours in through
large windows.” My God, it’s almost become
a cliché. So I apologize in advance, but damn
it, the large windows allow for streams of
natural light both above and belowdecks.
The three-quarter height of the windows
bordering the dining table area is an unusual
execution on a boat less than 100 feet and
creates a fantastic space. The large windows
belowdecks, especially in the VIP stateroom,
create a similar wow factor. (As an aside, in
my opinion a dark hull color that will mask
the bank of hull windows and ports below the
deck will enhance the 72’s profile.)
The full-beam master feels more like a
beachfront suite in St. Barths. Waking up
here with a view of a secluded cove and clear
water will surely wash all your stress and
troubles away with one simple glance outside. Two additional staterooms are amidships and the huge VIP is tucked in the bow.
I applaud Absolute for making an effort
to eliminate sharp angles in the joinery and
furniture. Anything at adult kidney level or
a young kid’s eye level carries a slight radius.
(Next time you’re walking through a new
boat at a show, check out how many sharp
angles are incorporated into furniture. It’s
crazy.) There are still a few areas where function could probably trump form with the addition of a fiddle and grab rails here and there,
especially in the shower stalls.
However, when considering the 72’s thoroughbred riding characteristics, top-notch
build, and the builder’s semi-custom approach, it’s easy to turn a blind eye to the fact
that the shampoo may end up on the floor
while sprinting to the next destination. I
have no doubt this 72 footer will surely open
a lot of eyes on this side of the Atlantic. ❒
Absolute North America, 877-500-1686;
www.absoluteyachts.com
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Decked Out: The 72 carries a tender on
the hydraulic platform allowing for a huge
flying bridge with a settee and a bar. An
electric shade lowers on the aft deck.

LOA: 70'9"
BEAM: 18'4"
DRAFT: 5’6”
DISPL.: 49 tons
FUEL: 925 gal.
WATER: 265 gal.
TEST POWER: 2/900-hp Volvo Penta
D13 diesel engines linked to Volvo
IPS1200 pod drives
GENERATOR: 1/ 32 kW Kohler
BASE PRICE: $4,200,000
RPM
900
1200
1500
1800
2100
2380

KNOTS
9.0
10.7
12.8
17.9
24.5
31.3

GPH
8.5
18.0
34.0
49.0
65.0
88.0

RANGE
882
495
313
304
314
284

dB(A)
64
64
69
71
68
74

Test Conditions: Air temperature:
72°F; humidity: 80%; seas 1 to 2 feet;
load: 600 gal. fuel, 200 gal. water,
8 persons. Speeds measured with Raymarine GPS. GPH estimates taken via
Volvo display. Range is 90% of advertised
fuel capacity. Sound levels taken at lower
helm. 65 dB(A) is the level of normal
conversation.
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